
MATERIALS

The desk’s work surfaces are made from monochromatic melamine boards fringed 

with a strong ABS edge. The material for the work surface, which is shared with the  

main bar and the front panels of the drawers, is a coloured MDF board. The drawer 

box is made of steel sheeting. The desk structure is based on a strong steel frame. 

The work station’s separating screens are covered in synthetic felt.

FINISHES

When thinking about the appearance of your work station, we recommend starting  

with the colour of the desk frame – either coffee black or white. The body of the drawer  

boxes comes in the same colours.  The next step is choosing the colour of your work  

surface – white, basalt grey or dark brown. You can personalise your work station 

with the help of our wider colour scheme for the main bar and the drawers’ front 

panels – in addition to white, grey and dark brown, the alternative scheme features 

sky blue, mustard yellow and brick orange. Collars of the holes in the main bar, the 

handles for the drawers and the shelves that can be attached to the screens come 

in “white”. The screen is covered in black felt.
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ModuLES

Modules enable you to design different solutions starting from a work station for one  

person up to work station clusters for two, four, six or eight people. All of the space 

above and below the desk is put to use, resulting in a spacious, highly functional and  

teamwork-oriented working environment. 

electrical solutions are integrated into the furniture. The cables run in a special channel  

under the main bar. The sockets are easily accessible through the flaps in the centre  

of the desk.

The Metod Solo desks are suitable as either a work station for one person or to form  

longer rows. The width of the work surface is 800 mm, while the length is 1400, 1600,  

1800 or 2400 mm. The width of the desks in Metod duo work stations, which can face  

one another, is 1400 mm, while the length is 1400, 1600, 1800 or 2000 mm. Four-person  

work stations offer high functionality when it comes to use of space, although the 

length of the work surface can be extended indefinitely.
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METod

every work station set comes with a desk screen and ME-SR1, ME-SR2 or ME-ST steel 

shelves, which can be mounted on the screen. The location of the screen can easily be 

changed by lifting the shelf onto other holes in the main bar. The holes can also hold the  

ME-kR rotating table shelf.

The work stations can be accompanied by four different kinds of drawer boxes: ME-LS4 

and ME-LS3, which come with a support surface; an ME-S1 pull-out suspended shelf; 

suspended ME-S2 and ME-S3 box pedestals with 2 or 3 drawers; and the surface-

extending drawer boxes ME-1kk for Solo desks and ME-2kk for Duo work stations.
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